“The world is changing. *We* aren’t changing fast enough.”

*Prof. K. Hayhoe, Climate Scientist*

---

**NSCA's Mission:** Promote Solutions by Addressing the Climate Crisis Through Education, Collaboration and Action in Our Communities.

---

What you can do–

- talk about it...work together to reduce the harm
- choose to cut your carbon footprint to the max by 2030
- be informed...visit [www.nsclimateaction.org](http://www.nsclimateaction.org)
- express your concern to your elected officials
- VOTE in all local and national elections

---

No matter where we live, Climate Change is already affecting us today.

To join the 650+ north state citizens who have already requested our local governments to address climate change in all their decisions and actions, Please sign the North State Climate Plea at:


“I don’t want your hope...I want you to act as if the house is on fire, because it is.”—*Greta Thunberg*